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ABSTRACT
Studies of the three-dimensional structure and dynamics of the solar corona have been severely limited by the constraint of
single viewpoint observations. The Stereo X-Ray Coronal Imager (SXCI) mission will send a single instrument, an X-ray
telescope, into deep space expressly to record stereoscopic images of the solar corona. The SXCI spacecraft will be inserted
into a -1 AU heliocentric orbit leading Earth by -25" at the endof nine months. The SXCI X-ray telescope
forms
oneelementofastereo
pair, the secondelementbeingan
identical X-raytelescope
in Earth orbit
placed there as part of the NOAA GOES program. X-ray emission is a powerful diagnostic of the corona and its
magnetic fields, and three dimensional information on the coronal magnetic structure would be obtained by combining the
data from the two X-ray telescopes. This information can be used to address the major solar physics questions of (1) what
causes explosive coronal events such as coronal mass ejections (CMEs), eruptive flares and prominence eruptions and (2)
whatcausesthe transient heating of coronal loops. Stereoscopicviews of the optically thincorona will resolve some
ambiguities inherent in single line-of-sight observations. Triangulation gives 3D solar coordinates of features which can be
seen in the simultaneous images from both telescopes. As part of this study, tools were developed for determining the 3D
geometry of coronal features using triangulation. Advanced technologiesfor visualization and analysis of stereo images were
tested. Results of mission and spacecraft studies are also reported.

1. INTRODUCTION
In 1996, NASA issued a call for proposals for studies of new mission concepts for space physics (NRA 96-OSS-03). One
concept selected was a Stereo X-Ray Corona Imager (SXCI) mission and this
paper summarizes the results of that study. The
full report' is available at http://spacephysics.jpl.nasa.gov/spacephysics~ewMissions.h~l.
The goal of the SXCI mission is to make the first stereoscopic observations of the X-ray corona in order to study, in three
dimensions, the structure and dynamics of the corona and its magnetic fields. In this mission, a spacecraft carrying a single
instrument, an X-ray telescope, is launched into a orbit at -1 AU leading Earth by 25' after nine months. The soft X-ray
telescopewouldbeidentical to the soft X-ray telescopethatwill already beingeosynchronous orbit on-board a NOAA
GOES-seriesweathersatellite and thetwoinstrumentswillbe
used together to form a stereo pair.
This mission study includes the scientific rationale and goals and resultsfor the mission andspacecraft design studies. A lowcost 420-day mission whichsamples a range of stereo angles was baselined andcosted. In addition, studies were made of data
analysis techniques and technologies for obtaining the necessary 3D information from only two simultaneous viewpoints.
Several tools for this analysis weredevelopedandtestedon
simulated stereo data created from solar rotation using both
Yohkoh/SXT and SOHOEITdata. These observations were also used to explore and develop advanced technologies for the
display and analysis of stereoscopic data including 3D viewing of stereo images using liquid crystal shuttered goggles and
stereoscopic High Definition Television (HDTV).

2. SCIENCE RATIONALE AND OBJECTIVES
2.1 Objectives
The Earth travels through the extended atmosphere of a magnetically active star, our Sun. The Sun's outer atmosphere, the
corona, is a dynamic million degree plasma extending outward from the6000 K solar surface, the photosphere. The energy for
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heating the corona and solar wind is supplied by magnetic fields which are generateddeep within the Sun by the solar dynamo
and emerge through the photosphere. The buildup and release of magnetic energy in the corona is accompanied by changes in
thethree-dimensional structure ofthecoronaandits
magnetic fieldswhich cannot bedetermined from single viewpoint
observations. The uncertainties in interpreting the integrated single viewpoint line-of-sight observations of the optically thin
corona are frequently so great that a significant understandingof the observed coronalstructures and processes is not possible.
The most dramatic solar events are Coronal Mass Ejections (CMEs), prominence eruptions and solar flares. These explosive
energyreleasescancausegeomagnetic
storms and energeticparticle events at Earth with harmful effectsonspacecraft
hardware,humans in space, communication and navigation systems, and electrical power grids. CMEs, the largest ofthe
explosive events, are enormous (10'5-10'6g) bright masses of coronal material which move out from the Sun at up to 2000
k d s . They are thought to be the cause of the
most severe space weather events, e.g., the largest geomagnetic storms and
energetic particle events. The geomagnetic storms result when the CME impacts the Earth's magnetosphere. Solar flares also
generate energetic particles which are a major factor in space weather. The most damaging particle events, however, axe
thought to be associated with interplanetary shocks driven by the fastest CMEs. Eruptive coronal events are generally thought
to result from therelease of energy storedin stressed coronal magnetic fields. To be able to predict these space weather events,
one must understand the origin of these eruptive releases of magnetic energy in the corona.
The scientific objectives of this mission relate to the release of magnetic energy in the corona and require a determination of
the three-dimensional structure of the corona and its magnetic fields and how these evolve in time. The two major objectives
are
(1) What causes explosive coronal events such as CMEs, eruptive flares and prominenceeruptions?

In spite of the importance of CMEs and other explosive events, there are major unanswered questions concerning the
energysource(pure magnetic or partially gravitational?), the pre-eventgeometry (bipolar or quadrapolemagnetic
structure? with or without flux rope?), and the role of reconnection, emerging flux, helicity and kink instabilities. The
key to understanding the origin of CMEs and other eruptive events will be observations that allow us to determine in
three-dimensionsthe structure and evolutionof the corona and its magnetic fields before, during and after the events.
(2) What causes transient coronal loop heating?
The corona is completely filled with magnetic flux. It is not understoodwhyonlycertain
loops in the closed field
regions of the corona are heatedand filledwith plasma while others are not. The heating may becausedbythe
dissipation of electric currents associated with magnetic stress (possibly involving magnetic reconnection and emerging
flux), by the dissipation of MHD waves generated in the photosphere or low corona, by microflares and jets or by some
combination of these. Determination ofthe 3-D geometry of the loop will allow us to constrain theories of loop
heating andto relate the heating to photospheric phenomena, interactions with other magnetic flux systems, and
structural changes in the loop.
Stereoscopic X-ray data are essential to obtaining the necessary 3-Dinformation on the structure and dynamics of the corona
needed fur these objectives. The corona is a million degree plasma that radiates strongly in X-rays, the intensity of the
emission being proportional to the square of the plasma density. However, since the magnetic field pressure in the corona is
generally greater than the plasma pressure, the magnetic field restricts the motion of the plasma, forcing it to follow the
magnetic field lines. Since only magnetic field lines which hold hot (>IO6 K) plasma radiate, the X-ray emission directly
traces those coronal magnetic field lines with heated plasma.
Many questions relating tothescience objectives canansweredwiththestereoX-ray
observations alone (Table I). For
maximum scientific benefit, the stereo X-ray data can be supplemented with other solar observations as available from ground
based observatories and spacecraftsuch as SoHO or Solar B. Specifically, supplementing theX-ray observations with
magnetic modelsofthe corona extrapolated from magnetograms willconsiderablyenhance our understanding of the 3D
evolution ofthe coronal magnetic fields andtheenergystored in them. The fraction of the total magnetic energy that is
available to heat the corona and to power dynamic phenomena is stored
in the component of the field that determines the
coronal currcnts, the non-potential component. Usingforce-freemagneticfieldmodels(Ref.
2 andreferencestherein)
computed fromdailyvectormagnetogramsandconstrained
by the stereo observations will allow us to quantify the nonpotential componcnt of the magnetic fieldand show how the stored energy builds up with
time and how it is released (in
using both X-ray and vector
transientor eruptive events) or how it decays. Scientific objectives whichcanbeachieved
magnetogrum data are describedin Table I.

The primary mission of this study lasts 460 daysandcovers stereo angles in the range 0-25"; this was determinedto be
sufficicnt to meet the above major scientific objectives as well as specific objectives. However, the orbit chosen for this study
was a drifting (not fixed angle) orbit such that by 18 months, a separation of 50" is reached. At these larger separation angles,
additional scientific objectives canalso be achieved (TableI).
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Table I. ScientificObjectives
MajorScientificObjectives
D

Determine the cause of explosive coronal events such as coronal mass ejections (CMEs), eruptive flares and prominence
eruptions.

D

Determine the cause of transient coronal loop heating.
SpecificObjectivesfromStereoX-rayDataAlone

(0-40" StereoAngle)

D

Determine definitively if there are interacting coronal loops causing loop heating. The stereo observations will identify
unambiguous points of enhanced emission and determine whether theemission is due to enhanced heatingldensity or lineof-sight effects.

D

Determine the three-dimensional geometry of coronal structures, e.g., loops, coronal hole walls, helmet streamers and
CMEs. From time sequences, determine the speeds and direction of motion offeatures that can be identified in both
images. Use to analyze the 3D evolution of the corona during eruptive events as well as transient loop heating.

D

Determine the photospheric footpoints of coronal loops by downward extrapolation. Study the importance of
photospheric velocity, photospheric magnetic fields and flux emergence to heating coronal loops.

D

Study the role of the dark cavity in CMEs and consequently the possible role of magnetic buoyancy and gravity in CMEi
initiation. Lack of a dark cavity in single viewpoint observation of a pre-CME configuration may be a line-of-sight
effect.

D

For CMEs viewed along the arcade axis, look for closed field lines around the CMEs to determine if reconnection in the
low corona precedes CME initiation. Theories vary as to whether reconnectionproceeds or follows CME lift-off and
whether the reconnection occurs low in thecorona (below the fluxrope) or higher inthe corona (above the arcade
SpecificObjectivesfromStereoX-rayData

plus MagneticFieldModels

(0-40" StereoAngle)

D

Determine the 4D (3 spatial dimensions plus time) evolution of the magnetic field configuration accompanying eruptive
events and heating usingforce-free models of the coronal magnetic fields with measured photospheric
fields as boundary
conditions. Specifically, quantitatively analyze roles of photospheric velocity shear, and flux emergence in CME
initiation. Use to constrain theoretical models of such.

D

Determine the non-potentialcomponent of the field todetermine energy build up andrelease accompanying eruptive
events and heating using force-free models of the coronal magnetic
fields with measured photosphericfields as boundary
conditions. Use to constrain theoretical models of such events. Determine deviations from force-free fields indicating role
of pressure andor gravity.

D

Determine the photospheric footpoints of coronal loops by identifying field lines in stereo observations with field lines
in magnetic field models. Analyze the importance of photospheric velocity, photosphericmagnetic fields and flux
emergence to heating coronal loops.
SpecificScientificObjectives

for ExtendedMission

(>40" StereoAngle)

D

Study evolution of coronal features for longer timescales made possibleby extended longitudinal X-ray coverage of Sun
provided by the two X-ray telescopes.

D

Study evolution of X-ray corona for regions of Sun underlying CMEsseen on the limb from near-Earth coronagaphs.

2.2 Limitations of a singleviewpointandtheneedforstereoobservations
The X-ray and EUV images from the Yohkoh and SoHO missions have provided many exciting results on the structure and
dynamics of the solar corona. However, like all single vantage point observations, the images are often ambiguous in their
interprctation.
Understanding both a coronal loop’s geometry and the photospheric location of its footpoints is important for understanding
the loop’s heating and its relationship to photospheric phenomena. Single viewpoint observations of an isolated coronal loop
are insufficient to determine the 3D loop geometry because the angle that the loop makes with respect to the plane of the sky
is not known. One cannot extrapolate a loop reliably from the point it disappears in the lower corona to the photosphere
unless the angle with respect to the plane of the sky is known.
Interpretation of single line-of-sight observations is further complicated by the fact that the coronal structures are optically
thin at X-ray/EUV wavelengths. Coronal loops, and the larger structures that they comprise, are not in general isolated. Other
structures often lie along the line-of-sight, either in front of or behind the structure of interest causing a “background”
problem. With only a single viewpoint, it is often difficult, if not impossible, to disentangle the various structures that
overlap along a single line-of-sight within an image. Many Yohkoh images show loops apparently interacting with adjacent
loops. But without a stereo view point, it is not possible to resolve the ambiguity of whether the brightenings of the loops
are a result of summing intensities along the line of sight or if the loops physically interact. It has been demonstrated that the
ambiguities associated with unknown line-of-sight effects can have a sizable impact on the interpretation of Yokoh data.3A
Stereo observations will eliminate these ambiguities and allow for a much more accurate determination of loop densities and
pressures. We will thus be able to investigate the detailed variations of temperature, density, and pressure along the axes of
loops, which will give us a much better understanding of loop heating and dynamics.
In some eruptive event scenarios, the energy release is triggered by the interaction of neighboring flux systems. But a close
neighbor in a 2-D view may be quite distant when the third dimension is considered. Thus it is essential to have the stereo
observations of the X-ray/EUV corona to resolve such ambiguities in the interpretation of changes in the coronal structure.
Most theories of the origin of eruptive events including CMEs and eruptive prominences involve changes in the threedimensional geometry of the corona which can not be determined from single view point observations. For example, several
theories involve arcades overlying filaments and filament channels. A dark cavity may surround the filament, but lack of a
dark cavity in a single viewpoint observation may be a purely line-of-sight effect. A build up of magnetic energy from
photospheric flows, flux emergence, reconnection below the filament or magnetic buoyancy may cause the eruption. In some
arcade models, the arcade footpoints are sheared resulting in an expansion of the loops; eruption results when some critical
shear level is reached.’ In other scenarios, the field is stressed by converging photospheric flows which bring opposite polarity
fields to the neutral line whereupon they reconnect. A coronal flux rope or filament, createdby the reconnection, steadily
grows with time. In some circumstances a loss of equilibrium may eventually occur and this could result in a full eruption.6
In other scenarios, interaction of the arcade-prominencesystem with an emerging flux system is responsible for the eruption’
or a pre-event quadrapole magnetic geometry makebe the key.’ A kink instability9,10or reconnection between existing loops”
are also candidates for triggering the eruptive event. Clearly, single view point line-of-sight observations do not give us
enough information about the evolution of the coronal fields to distinguish between various models.

3. DETERMINING THE 3D STRUCTUREOF CORONAL FEATURES
USING TRIANGULATION FROM STEREO PAIRS
It hasnotbeengenerallyappreciatedthatquantitative
information onthe3Dmagneticfieldscanbefound
by using
“triangulation” of coronal loops and other structures observed from two simultaneous views (i.e., from two spacecraft). Using
classic surveying techniques, thesolar coordinates in three-dimensions of a coronal “feature” can be determined from only two
simultaneous views as long as (a) one knows the angular separation of the two views and the spacecraft-Sun
distances and
directions and (b) one can recognize the “feature” in both images. This technique was used on Skylab loops’* and on simulated
loops’’. The use o f triangulation to determine the 3D magnetic structure from two views is limited to structures and features
easily identified i n both images and this can be a serious limitation. For features which can be identified, this technique can be
used to trace out the feature, and thus the magnetic field lines, in three-dimensions.
The triangulation technique for a simple case is shown schematically in Fig. 1 where, for simplicity, it is assumed that both
views are from the equatorial plane of the Sun. In this figure, the coordinates in the plane of the sky of the two views with
stereo nnglc Q arc related by the simple rotational transform
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As part of this study, we have developed analysis tools which use triangulation to determine the 3D coordinates of coronal
features and structures. These tools have been developed using simulatedstereo pairs formed using solar rotation and tested on
true stereo pairs made using simple known loops. With the tools, the user identifies and marks the location of the same
coronal feature in both images of a stereo pair. The two points located in this way are called “tiepoints.” The pair of (ij)
coordinates (in pixels) of the feature tiepoints are put in a “tiepoint” file. A program called XYZSUN computes the 3D solar
coordinates of the tiepointed features from the tiepoints. These tools have been developedfor the general case where the solar
rotation axis is at an arbitrary angle with respect to the optical axis. In this general case, the transformation matrix involved
becomes more complicated than the simple single-axis rotation matrix T(a)shown above.
I
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Fig. 1. Determination of coronal loop height via triangulation. Coronal loop as seen from two view points
separated in the ecliptic by stereo angle a. The coordinates in the plane of the sky for the two views are related by a simple
rotational transform and the complete 3D geometry of the loop can be determined from the measured (x,y) and (x’.y’) as
shown.
The code XYZSUN, which takes the tiepoints and uses triangulation to compute the 3D location of the features in solar
coordinates (Solar radius, latitude and longitude), usesuser inputs and the JPL NAIF-SPICE solar system ephemeris.
XYZSUN works by first determining the coordinate transformation between the telescopehnera frame of reference and the
solar coordinate system.14Let P=(x,y,z) be the location of a point in the solar coordinate system (centered on the Sun) and let
P’=(x’,y’,z’) be the same point in the telescope/camera coordinate system with the z’axis along the optical axis and the x’-y’
plane parallel to the image plane (located at z’ = -f where f is the focal length). The transformation between P and P’ can be
written as the sum of a rotation plus translation:

P’

=M

P + R,,c

where M is a full 3x3 rotational transformation matrix and R , , is the vector from the center of the camera system to the
center of the Sun. This is the transformation used by XYZSUN. XYZSUN currently assumes that the spacecraft is in Earthorbit since at present we have only rotational stereo data, but can be easily modified to use the spacecraft orbits for a stereo
mission. Using the time at which each image was taken, XYZSUN uses the ephemeris data to determine the solar longitude
and latitude of the sub-solar point of the spacecraft and the distance from the Sun to the spacecraft. XYZSUN also needs
information on the telescope focal length f and the location of the optical axis on the image (in pixels) to be able to transform
between image coordinates (pixels) and camera and solar coordinates. Using the above, thetiepoint from each image of a pair
determines a ray tracing backwards fromthe image plane towards theSun. If there were no errors, the two rays would intersect
at the location of the tiepointed feature. However, errors are introduced
by the spacecraft, the telescope and the tiepointing
rays andthe
itself. Therelbre XYZSUN actually computes the point of closest approach (in solar coordinates) of the two
location of the feature is taken to be midway between the two rays at closest approach. The program also has a manual “test”
mode tor use with simulated data or with data where ephemeris and/or focal length data are not
available and this mode was

used to test the code on simple 3D loops with known coordinates. A stereo image pair wascreated by rendering images of the
loops from two angles separated by 15”; this image pair is shown in Fig. 2. A tiepoint file of points lying on these loops
was created using the 3 D C u r s o r tool and the 3D coordinates of these points were then computedby XYZSUN and compared
withtheknown coordinates. Shown ontheright in Fig. 2 are the (x,y,z) location of points ( x ’ s ) determined in this way
plotted over the known test loops (solid lines); agreement is excellent.

Tiepointing Results (X)

Test Loops

Fig. 2. Test of determination of 3D loop geometry on known loops. The test stereoimagepair(top)
was
created by viewing the known loops from two angles separated by 15’ (This pair may be viewed instereo by relaxing your
eye focus). The (x,y,z) location of points (X’s) determined by triangulation from the stereo pair are plotted over the known
test loops (solid curves). Agreement is excellent.
Two tools were developed during this study to create tiepoints between stereo image pairs. The first method for creating uses
the commercial software package ENVI which runs under IDL. The user views the two images of the stereo pair in side-byside windows and locates the same features in each image using cross-hairs. When the user has located the same feature in
each image, the software adds the pixel coordinates of the two tiepoints points to a tiepoint file.
The second tool for tiepointing, called the 3 D C u r s o r , utilizes true stereoscopic “three-dimensional” visualization on Silicon
Graphics workstations which support stereo visualization using an interlaced screen and electronically shuttered goggles (see
Sec. 4). The liquid crystal goggles shutter between left and right eyes coherently with the screen sweeping the left and right
eye images so that each eye sees only one image and the user sees the image in stereo 3D. Using the 3 D C u r s o r tool, the
user can move a tiepoint in all three dimensions, placing it on features as seen in his 3D stereo view. Thus as he moves the
cursor in the z-direction (perpendicular to the screen), the cursor and tiepoint seemto move in and out of the Sun. In reality,
the separation of the tiepoint location on the left and right eye images is changing, making the cursor appear to move in and
out in the stereo view. Once the cursor is locatedon a feature, the user adds this tiepoint to a tiepoint file. Since the
3 D C u r s o r program is actually moving two tiepoints, one in the right eye image and one in the left eye image, this tool
determines the pixel coordinates of a feature in both imagesjust as does the first tool. Tiepoint files created using ENVI can
also be read into the3 D C u r s o r tool (and vice versa)and viewed in stereo.
Various sources of error contribute to uncertainties in the solar coordinates of a feature computed from the tiepoints. Errors in
placing the tiepoints, in the alignment of the images, in the location of the optical axis on the image and in the vector from
the spacecraft to the Sun center will all contribute to errors in the final solar coordinates. The accuracy also depends strongly
on both the resolution of the image itself and thestereo angle. Refemng to Fig. 1, alignment, tiepoint placement and
resolution would contribute to errors in determining the coordinates (y,z) and (y’,~’);call this error Ay. The error introduced
into the determination of the coordinate in the third direction (x, x’ in Fig. 1) by the error Ay depends on the stereo angle via
the transformation. This error is Ax Ay/sina where we have used the simplified transformation x=(y’-ycosa)/sin a (Fig.
1). This shows that the overall error in determining the 3D coordinates of a feature is larger than the error in locating the
tiepoints by llsina and thus reasonably large stereo angles are needed for accurate 3D coordinatedetermination. For example,
a stereo angle of 15’ leads to a multiplication of the error Ax by llsina = 3.9 increasing the overall error in the 3D location
of the feature by this factor. A one pixel emor in locating a tiepoint on a 1024x1024 solar image gives an error Ay/R, =
0.25% assuming the solar radius is 400 pixels and thus the overall error is increased to A m , = 1% or 7000 km.

-

The above error analysis suggests that the optimum angles would have sina 1. However, the most serious source of e m r
is most likely to be the ability to identify same feature accurately in both images of the stereo pair due to differences in the
appearance of the “feature” in the two imagesor due to the fuzziness of the feature itself and thisfact argues for smaller stereo
angles. In rotational stereo pairs, the actual changes in the corona mean that the same feature may not even be present in both
images or it may have changed location. For true stereo images, the fact that the corona is optically thin in X-rays will cause
differences in a feature seen in two simultaneous images. The ability to identify and tiepoint the same feature in both images
is a serious limitation of this technique andfeature identification is easier for smaller stereo angles. Therefore, stereo angles in
the range of 15-30’ are probably optimum for analyzing the coronal structure via triangulation of features. A study13 using
simulated stereo X-ray data of loop complexesdetermined that the optimum angular separation was
approximately 30”.

4. ADVANCED TECHNOLOGIES FOR VISUALIZATION AND ANALYSIS OF SOLAR IMAGES
4.1

Useofstandardcomputermonitors

for 4D displayofstereoimagepairs

The use of advanced digital technologies for the display andanalysis of stereo X-ray image sequences will greatly enhance the
science return from stereo missions. The human brain has adapted to extract the three-dimensional (3D) structure of objects
from two-dimensional (2D) stereo image pairs. Humans can extrapolate 4D object motion and structural changes from a small
sequence of images. We perceive the world through twoclosely spaced optical sensors which form sequences of 2D images on
our retinas. A complex neural networkprocesses these sequences to create a 4D model of our universe. This process
“automatically”recognizes, classifies and separates differences in the 2D patterns. It identifies which patterns are associated
with temporal andspatial changes and modifiesthe model accordingly. The process must properlyidentify whether the pattern
changes are associated with object motion, structural changes, changes of viewpoint, or lighting changes.
The human visualization capability can be utilized for the analysis of the 4D structure of the corona. In Sec. 3, we discussed
the use of one new technology for the 3D presentation of stereo data: Silicon Graphics computer monitors equipped with
synchronized liquid crystal shuttered glasses enable users to view stereo images. The stereo pair is displayed as two separate
(odd-even) “interlaced fields.” The left eye (odd lines) and right eye (even line) fields are displayed alternately at 60 Hz. The
viewer wears60 Hz liquid-crystal shuttered glasses which opaque the left and righteye alternately in synchronization with the
alternating fields displayed on the monitor. This technology was used to implement the 3D cursor tool for triangulation
described in Sec. 3. A time sequence of stereo pairs, may be examined in the same way thus enabling the evolution of coronal
features to be studied. Shuttered-liquidcrystal technology will soon be inexpensive andwidely available becauseof its
application to the computer gaming industry.

.
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data storage is digital

It should be noted that the vertical resolution of “stereo interlaced” images is one-half of “non-interlaced monoscopic” images
using the same display device. The horizontal resolution is unaffected. For example, a standard SGI computer monitor has a

resolution of 1024 pixels horizontally and 768 pixels vertically whenusedto
displaynon-interlaced monoscopic images.
Whenused in interlaced stereo mode, only half ofthe lines are available for each image and thus each image is 1024x384
which is inadequateforthe display of 1024x1024 image pairs (or even 512x512 images). Standard computer monitors are
comparedtobothstandardTVandhighdefinition
TV monitors in Table 11. Notethatstandard TV can also be used in
interlaced stereo mode. However the low resolution (640x240) coupled with the lossy data
storage medium (NTSC analog
video tape) make this an unattractive option. New Digital Television (DTV) equipment will provide additional options in the
future. The same computer technology can also be used to project stereo image sequences and stereo animations on a large
projection screen.

4.2

Use of stereoHighDefinitionTelevision(HDTV)computermonitors

High Definition Television (HDTV) provides significantly higher resolution than standard computer monitors. An HDTV
monitor built to the US industry digital “standards”has 1920 pixels horizontally and 1080 pixels vertically. Japanese
monitors have 1920 pixels horizontally and 1035 pixels vertically. Data can be stored on any digital medium, including 1/2”
digital tape. The cost of HDTV equipment will decrease dramatically as HDTV is broadcast into homes in the US. HDTVcan
be used for stereo viewing by interlacing left and right eye images and viewing the monitor with 60 Hz synchronized liquidcrystal goggles as described above for standardcomputer monitors. In this case, each images is 1920x540 which is an
improvement over the 1024x384 for standard monitors. This technology was used in thisstudy to create a stereo HDTV video
using ‘‘rotational’’stereo data from SXT and EIT. JPL has a small demonstration room equipped with a Electrohome projector
which can display an HDTV video on a sixteen by nine foot screen in stereo to a group with each person wearing 60 Hz
synchronized shuttered-goggles.
HDTV stereo images can also be displayed in a non-interlaced mode. This option provides the highest available broadcast
resolution (last option shown in Table 11). The left and right eye images are displayed atfull resolution (1920x1080)
alternately in time with a frequency of 120 Hz. Stereo viewing is accomplished by using 120 Hz synchronized liquid crystal
shuttered glasses or placing a polarizing screen in front of the HDTV monitor which alternates the transmitted polarization at
120 Hz synchronously with the HDTV monitor display. In the latter case, the viewerwears only inexpensive polarized
glasses. This technology was not explored in this study.

5. MISSION DESIGN,STEREO ANGLE AND ORBIT
The Stereo X-Ray Corona Imaging (SXCI) Mission requires the launch of a single spacecraft with a soft X-ray imaging ( S X I )
instrument into an approximately 1 AU orbit in the ecliptic plane leading or lagging Earth. The SXI would be identical to the
instrument that will be in geosynchronous orbit on-board a NOAA GOES-series satellite and the two instruments would be
used as a stereo pair. The GOES (Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite) spacecraft are a continuing series of
NOAA weather satellites aimed primarily at forecasting terrestrial weather. However, starting with the GOES M spacecraft,
expected to be launched in2000, all will carry anSXI to observe solar flares and other aspects of “space weather”.
A major issue addressed in this study is the choice of the stereo viewing angle, equivalent to the SXCI spacecraft-Sun-Earth
angle. We considered both slightly elliptic “drifting” orbits and circular fixed-angle orbits. For either type of orbit, the SXCI
spacecraft is initially placed in a slightly elliptical -1 AU orbit; the spacecraft then separates (“drifts”) from Earth at a rate
determined by the ellipticity of the orbit. If a fixed-angle 1 AU orbit is desired, when the spacecraft reaches that angle, a
spacecraft engine burn is necessary to circularize the orbit. Thus, a fixed angle orbit is inherently more expensive because the
necessary propulsion system and fuel for the circularization maneuver must be included in the payload, and this significantly
increases the mass andcost.
The spacecraft plus instrument dry mass basedlinedin this study was129kg. A Pegasus XL couldbe usedtoplacethe
spacecraft in Earth orbit and a solid rocket motor then injects it into the 1 AU dnfting heliocentric orbit. The spacecraft cost
was estimated to be $17.3M. A study of the impact on thespacecraft and launch vehicleshowed that the increase in spacecraft
use of a higher performance launch vehicle suchas
mass in low Earthorbit required for later orbit circularization would require
the Lockheed-Martin Athena I or Orbital Science Corporation Taurus XL instead of the cheaper Pegasus XL. This change in
launch vehicle alone would increases the total mission cost by about $9M.

-

The optimum stereo angle for data analysis isnotyetknown(see
Sec. 3) and it may well varywith the size or type of
coronal feature. Therefore, based on both cost and scientific considerations, we concluded that a drifting orbit sampling a wide
range of angles is best for the first stereo X-ray mission. In the final orbit chosen for the study, the spacecraft drifts away
from the Earth in a slightly elliptical (0.9 AU periapsis x 1.0 AU apoapsis) heliocentric orbit. As shown in Fig. 3, a stereo
angle of 25” degreesisachieved 260 daysafterlaunch and remains constant (+ 1”) for 160 days. This provides a stable

observing environment for the collection of stereoscopic images and occurs because of the phasing of the nearly identical
orbits of the Earth and spacecraft about the Sun. No additional propulsive maneuvers are needed after theinitial injection into
heliocentric orbit. The dwells at -25" and -51" seen in Fig. 3 result fromthevarying orbital velocity ofthe elliptical
spacecraft orbit. The baseline mission costed in Sec. 9 ends at 420 days. However, if the mission is extended, the new science
objectives described in Table I can be addressedwhen the angle is >40°.
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6. THE SOFT X-RAY IMAGING (SXI) INSTRUMENT
The Skylab and Yohkoh missions carried grazing incidence soft X-ray telescopes to image the characteristic emission of the
high temperature ionized gas of which the corona is composed. In addition to revolutionizing our view of the corona, these
missions demonstrated how coronal images could be used to identify and locate the sites of activity which are responsible for
ejecting the particles and fields into interplanetaryspace which frequently disrupt the terrestrial system. From these
observations, NOAA concluded that access to coronal X-ray images on a continuous basis would vastly improve their ability
to forecast "space weather." The S X I s that will beincluded in the complement of instruments to be flown on all future GOES
satellites, starting with GOES M, are the outcome of this conclusion. The first SXI, developed at MSFC for GOES M, was
and is viewed as a pathfinder and because it is an add-on to an existing spacecraft its design is severely constrained by the
envelope available in the stowed (launch) configuration. The later GOES spacecraft will fly improved versions of the SXI
instruments incorporating an advanced detector which willimprove their imaging performance. The improved SXIs for GOES
N, 0, P, and Q will be build by Lockheed Martin, Palo Alto (selected in June 1997 under a competitive GSFC procurement).
The first GOES M SXI telescope consists of a grazing incidence mirror, a twelve position broadband filter wheel and a focal
plane assembly containing anintensified CCD camerawith 5 arcsec pixels. The mirror consists ofstandardparaboloid
hyperboloid reflecting surfaces in a Wolter I configuration fabricated from a single zerodur element. Spectral information is
obtained using a 12-position filter wheelwhich contains 9 analysis filters whichformtwo
groups of short and long
wavelength broadband filters. The temperature of the emitting region is found from the ratio of the emission using one long
wavelength and one short wavelength filter. The SXI will be able to image density structures with temperatures in the range
1-10 MK. Although the solar corona contains material across the full temperature range, the brightest features are generally
the hottest and their spectra are biased toward higher energy (shorter wavelength) photons. Standard, front illuminated, CCDs
are also more sensitive to thehigherenergy photons in this range,which amplifies this effectand makes it difficult to
resolvethe cooler structures. Therefore, since one ofthe objectives ofthe SXI programwas to observe coronal hole
boundaries, which are relatively weak features, front illuminated CCDs were rejected in favor of an intensified CCD, i.e., a
combination of a microchannel plate (MCP), phosphor coated coupler and a CCD in order to enhance the sensitivity to cooler
features. Since the sensitivity of an MCP is inversely proportional to energy, i.e., it is more sensitive at longer wavelengths,
it acts to reduce, rather than amplify, the intrinsic dynamic range in each image.
The GOES N through Q SXI instruments will benefit from recent technological developments in CCD manufacturing and
will have an improved detector in the form of a mechanically shuttered, directly illuminated CCD. A contract for the GOES N
through Q instruments has been placed by the GOES Project Office with Lockheed Martin and the firstimproved SXI should
be in orbit circa 2001. Consequently we have chosen to baseline the SXCI mission using improved SXIs for both elements
of the stereo pair, i.e. the Earth orbiting and the interplanetary telescopes. If it is decided to proceed with the SXCI program,
theinterplanetary instrument could befabricatedalongside the GOES SXIs since thedesignrequirements for instruments

flying in geosynchronous or interplanetary orbits are very similar. Such an approach would enable the SXCI telescope to be
acquired at a competitive price, estimated to be in the range of $12-14M.

7. SPACECRAFT AND LAUNCH VEHICLE
The SXCI spacecraft concept developed for this study minimizes cost and risk by using a combination of design simplicity,
extensive design heritage, and generous performance margins. Figure4 shows front and back views of the spacecraft external
arrangement in its post-injection configuration. The spacecraft is approximately 1150 mm (45.3") in diameter by 2131 mm
(84.0") high. It weighs about 129 kg after injection when the solid rocket motor propellant has been depleted. We have
selectedthe Pegasus XLlaunchvehiclefor
SXCI becauseofitscombinationofthrowweightperformanceandfairing
envelope, which simplifies packaging of the spacecraft. Fig. 5 shows a side view of the SXCI spacecraft integrated inside the
enhanced Pegasus XL fairing envelope.
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A cylindrical solar array ensures adequate powergenerationduringall
mission phases and Sun angles and during the
downlinks (Fig. 4). This design approach was chosen to avoid the needto deploy or articulate the array. The medium gain
antenna is mounted below the array using a short mast. A flat cylindrical sunshieldradiator is mounted above the array. The
SXCI payload (the X-ray telescope) is mounted on the equipment deck inside the sunshield to allow a clear view of the Sun
(through theaperture in the sunshieldhadiator) andtoprovide a clearradiatorfield of view for focal plane cooling. The
608x608 mm (24.0x24.0") diameterhighgainantenna(HGA) array is mounted to the top ofthe sunshieldhadiator. The
antenna is fixed, so the spacecraft rotates to turn the antenna towardsEarth for communications. The nozzle of the Star-27 G
solid rocket motor can be seen beneath the bottomedge of the solar array in Fig. 4.
The Deep Space Network 34 meter antennas are used to communicate with the spacecraft, using X band frequencies. The
downlink from the spacecraft contains science data as well as engineering, instrument, and navigation data. The data rate
during the prime mission phase (at 0.45 AU) is 70 kbps. Our design approach uses low, medium and high gain antennas, a
Small Deep-SpaceTransponder and a 22W TWTA X-band power amplifier.

8. MISSION OPERATIONS AND COST
8.1

Dataandobservation

strategies for maximumsciencereturn

Since this is a deep-space imaging mission, datareturnandtelemetry
are major issues. In addition to the usual data
compression strategies used in imaging missions, the SXCI mission can use a unique new strategy for maximizing the
science return by taking advantage of the simultaneous observations of the Sun from the Earth-orbiting GOES telescope. The
basic concept is to store much more imagingdata on board than can bedownlinked; data from periods of interest as determined
from the GOES data are then selectively downlinked. To implement this strategy, we sized the on-board memory at 22 Gbits.
This does not cause a large mass or cost penalty because 10-20 Gbit erasable disk mass memory devices weighing about 5 kg
are now available for about $500K. The memory has been sized to accommodate several days of data. A normal full disk
image requires 12 bits per pixel and is composed of 512x512 pixels for 3 Mbits per image. Hence, the on board disk can hold
approximately 7000 full disk images before it begins to overwrite itself. Data would be recorded at a much higher cadence
than 1 Gbit per day. Specifically, data could be recorded at a high enough cadence to observe the complete evolution of CMEs
and flares. Scientists would monitor the GOES and other near-Earth observations daily and determine which portions of the
data should be downlinked and which portions should be marked for deletion. This information is uplinked to the spacecraft
during the scheduled uplinkldownlink periods. Since thedatacanremainonthe
recorder for several daysbeforebeing
downlinked, this strategy canbeimplementedwithin
a low cost 40-houdweek mission operations schedule with several
downlink periods per week. Only with both thelarge on-board storage and the knowledge of the event times from near-Earth
observations is this strategy made possible.
The data rate during the prime mission phase (-0.45 AU from Earth) is approximately 70 kbps. We estimate that about 720
hours of 34m Deep Space Network (DSN) time would be used to cover the entire mission. During the prime science phase
(23 weeks), the spacecraft could downlink data 3 times a weeks for a total weekly data volume of about 5 Gbits (-1700
imagedweek) and a total prime phase volume of 120 Gbits or 39,000 images. The total data volume from the mid-come
phase would be 49 Gbits or 16,000 images assuming 182 hours of DSN time for this phase.

8.2

Ground
system

The ground system baselined for this mission is basedon the useof existing JPL Advanced Multi-Mission Operations
System (AMMOS) capabilities, including hardware, software, and operations personnel. Because the SXCI spacecraft has only
one science instrument (which is always Sun pointed except during downlinks) and a large onboard data storage capacity for
flexibility, the ground system can be operated by an 8-person team working normal business hour, keeping operations costs
low.

8.3 Mission cost
A first-order cost estimate was produced using a combination of grassroots and analogy methods, according to assumptions
and guidelines specified in the SMEX Announcement of Opportunity issued April, 1997. These include a cost for DSN time
of $1.6K/hour. The total mission cost was estimated to be $78.4M in $FY97 assuming a launch in September 2000. The
cost breakdown for Phases A-D and E is shown in Table 111; additional costs included in the $78.4M total are $19M for the
launch (vehicle and services) and $2.9M for ground system development.

Table 111. Cost Breakdown for Phases A/B/C/D andPhase E
E
A/B/C/D
Project Management
1.6
0.6
10.0
1.8
Science
Outreach
0.4
1.2
2.6
0
0

I

Reserves
TOTAL (Phases A/B/C/D)

5.4
42.2

0
14.4

-
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